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Abstract 

 

Niobium silicide-based in-situ composites have the potential to supersede nickel-based superalloys 

due to their excellent high temperature mechanical properties and low density. The addition of small 

amounts of germanium into these systems can significantly improve oxidation resistance. The effect 

of germanium on the phases formed in bulk niobium silicide-based in-situ composites is not 

particularly well understood, in particular the effect of introducing germanium on the formation of 

the Nb5Si3 intermetallic. Limited data is available in the literature. To provide coherent information 

on the effect of germanium on the phase equilibrium in the Nb-Si system, a comprehensive 

thermodynamic description of the Ge-Nb-Si system has been developed in the current paper using 

the CALPHAD method. Initially the Ge-Nb phase diagram was reassessed using the CALPHAD method 

to take into account recent ab initio data.  To supplement limited information on the ternary system 

in the literature between 800-1820°C, the pseudo binary between Nb5Si3 and Nb5Ge3 was studied 

experimentally between 1200-1500 °C. Experimental and modelling results indicate that the W5Si3 

prototype of Nb5Si3 can be stabilised to lower temperatures on the addition of germanium. Ge 

contents in excess of 12.4 at. % at 1200°C in stoichiometric Nb5(Ge,Si)3 stabilise the W5Si3 prototype. 

In non-stoichiometric Nb5(Ge,Si)3, where Nb  < 62.5 at. %, lower amounts of Ge are required to 

stabilised the W5Si3 prototype. The liquidus projection suggests a ternary eutectic with Nb5(Ge,Si)3, 

Nbss and Nb3Si can form in Nb-Si rich alloys during solidification. 
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Highlights 

 

 The Ge-Nb phase diagram has been reassessed 

 A thermodynamic assessment for Ge-Nb-Si is presented 

 Calculated phase diagrams agree well with experimental data 

 The addition of germanium is shown to stabilise the W5Si3 prototype of Nb5Si3 to low 

temperatures 

 Liquidus and Scheil indicate a ternary eutectic (Nb-Nb5Si3-Nb3Si) will likely be present in Nb-

Si rich alloys with Ge. 

 

 

1.0 Introduction 

 

Significant efforts have been made world-wide in the last 5 decades to improve reliability, extend life 

times and importantly to reduce the environmental impact of aerospace gas turbine engines.  To 

reduce the environmental impact and improve the efficiency and performance of gas turbine 

engines, greater fuel efficiency and a reduction in the weight is required. This can most notably be 

achieved by increasing the combustion temperature of the fuel in the engine, and/or by reducing the 

airfoil mass. The most advanced Ni-based superalloys currently used in gas turbine engines are 



reaching the limit of their temperature capabilities, and as such increases in fuel combustion 

temperatures are limited. These alloys are currently operating at surface temperatures around 1150 

°C in their hottest areas whilst their melting occurs at around 1350 °C. Thus, there is need for new 

high temperature refractory alloys in order for the gas turbine technology to advance.  

 

Niobium silicide-based alloys, which consist of Nb solid solution (Nbss) with Nb5Si3 and/or Nb3Si 

intermetallics, are good candidate materials for these high temperature applications. They have 

desirable mechanical properties at both low and high temperatures and low density [1]. Introduction 

of germanium into these systems is particularly interesting as it can improve their oxidation 

resistance [2]. Germanium is reported to benefit high temperature oxidation resistance of coatings 

used on refractory silicide alloys. During oxidation a glassy GeO2.SiO2 phase develops which fills 

cracks and is impermeable to further oxygen penetration [3]. The addition of germanium to bulk 

niobium silicide-based alloys is reported to improve oxidation resistance at both high and low 

temperatures [2,4]. Germanium in synergy with boron has also been shown to improve the oxidation 

resistance at 1200-1250 °C. On the addition of 5 at. % Ge with 4 at. % B to the alloy Nb-24Ti-15Si-

13Cr-2Al-2Hf a nearly 5-fold reduction was measured in weight gain during oxidation [5].  

 

However, the application the Nb-Silicide based alloys containing additions such as Ge is still 

restricted because of the limited understanding of the Ge-Nb-Si system, in particular the effect of 

introducing Ge on the formation of the Nb5Si3 intermetallic. The stable intermetallic is important to 

establish as it can determine subsequent phase transformations (e.g. Nb3Si eutectoid 

decomposition) and mechanical properties (e.g. the coefficient of thermal expansion of éNb5Si3 is 

more anisotropic than üNb5Si3). Approximately 5 at. % of Ge inclusion was reported to stabilise 

éNH5Si3 ﾗ┗Wヴ üNH5Si3 in complex multi component alloys e.g., Nb-19.9Ti -19.7Si-4.2Ge-3.3Al-4.2Hf-

9.9Cr and Nb-26.0Ti-12.6Si-4.9Ge-1.9Al-1.9Hf-6.7Cr-0.43Sn after heat treatment at 1200°C [6]. The 

phase üNH5Si3 was observed in samples containing no Ge [6]. More recently Li and Tsakiropoulos [7] 

studied two alloys (ZF1 Nb-18Si-5Ge and ZF2 Nb-18Si-10Ge) at 1200°C and 1500°C to understand the 

effect of Ge on phase stability and microstructure. Samples were argon arc melted and analysed 

using bulk X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)/electron dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS) and micro hardness. In the as-cast (AC) microstructure Nbss and éNb5Si3 were 

identified for both alloys. Primary éNb5Si3 formed, followed by Nbss and a fine eutectic of Nbss and 

éNb5Si3. However, after heat treatment for 100h at 1200°C and 1500°C under argon, the authors 

observed the デヴ;ﾐゲaﾗヴﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa éNb5Si3 デﾗ üNb5Si3. The authors also measured the micro hardness of 

the alloys and observed that the hardness increased with increasing Ge content and the hardness of 

both alloys increased significantly after heat treatment at 1500°C.  

 

Although the overall effect of Ge appears to be positive, to the authors knowledge no coherent 

information is currently available in the literature on the effect of Ge on the temperature stability 

range of the Nb5Si3 and its effect on the microstructural properties.  

 

To provide coherent information on the effect of Ge on the phase equilibria in the Nb-Si system, a 

comprehensive thermodynamic description of the Ge-Nb- Si system has been developed in the 

current paper using the CALPHAD method. In this paper the pseudo binary between Nb5Si3 and 

Nb5Ge3 has been studied experimentally between 1200-1500 °C, to supplement limited information 

on the ternary system in the literature between 800-1800°C. A thermodynamic description for the 

ternary system was developed by extrapolation of thermodynamic descriptions of binary systems 

(Ge-Si, Ge-Nb and Nb-Si) and optimisation using newly obtained data and previously published work. 

The thermodynamic description of the Ge-Nb binary phase diagram was modified to take into 

account recent ab initio data [8].  This paper presents the experimental data obtained along the 

pseudo binary and the outcomes of thermodynamic modelling. Using the developed thermodynamic 

description, the Ge-Nb-Si ternary isotherm has been obtained at different temperatures, and the 



effect of Ge on the phase equilibria, in particular on the stable temperature range of Nb5Si3 is 

discussed. 

 

2.0 Review of the literature on phase diagrams 

 

2.1 Nb-Si system 

 

As shown in Fig. 1 [9], in the Nb-Si system 4 intermetallic phases are present; Nb3Si (tP32 Ti3P に 

type), üNb5Si3 (tI32 Cr5B3 に type), éNb5Si3 (tI32 W5Si3 に type), and NbSi2 (hP9 CrSi2 に type), and 2 solid 

solution phases; Nb (cI2 Im-3m) and Si (cF8 Fd-3m). Nb5Si3 has two isomorphs. A low temperature 

form, üNb5Si3, stable from room temperature to 1934 °C and a high temperature form, éNb5Si3, 

observed between 1648 and 2525 °C depending on composition. Both Nb5Si3 isomorphs have a 

tetragonal crystal structure (tI32, I4/mcm) however are based on different prototypes (e.g. they 

have the same structure but crystallise in different atomic arrangements). The phase éNb5Si3 has the 

W5Si3 prototype, whereas üNb5Si3 has the Cr5B3 prototype. As such the lattice parameters are 

distinct, and the two phases may be distinguished using XRD. The thermodynamic description for the 

Nb-Si system has been reported by Geng et al. [9] and is used in the current thermodynamic 

description. 

 

2.2 Ge-Nb system 

 

The Ge-Nb system was modelled by Geng et al. [10]. The Ge-Nb system contains 3 intermetallic 

phases; Nb3Ge (cP8 Cr3Si - type), Nb5Ge3 (tI32 W5Si3 に type), NbGe2 (hP9 CrSi2 に type), and 2 solid 

solution phases; Nb (cI2 Im-3m) and Ge (cF8 Fd-3m) as shown in Fig. 2 [10]. When plotting the 

diagram using the published dataset a small inadvertent miscibility gap was seen at the Nb3Ge-liquid 

phase boundary (Figure 2a に inset). In addition, when merging the data with the Nb-Si binary, the 

description of a metastable phase in Nb5Ge3 (Nb0.5Nb0.125VA0.375) had an effect on the phase 

SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa éNH5Si3 in the Nb-Si binary phase diagram (Figure 1 に inset b). 

 

In the previously reported literature [11-14] there is a conflict over the prototype structure of the 

Nb5Ge3 phase, whether it has the Cr5B3 or W5Si3 prototype. First principles calculations reported in 

our previous study using CASTEP [8] indicate that the W5Si3 prototype is more stable than the Cr5B3 

structure, over the whole temperature range (at 0 K by -0.1 kJ/mol atom). However, Colinet et al. 

[15] recently performed similar calculations using VASP but instead found that the Cr5B3 prototype 

was more stable than the W5Si3 prototype (by -0.3 kJ/mol at 0 K). It is suggested that the difference 

is related to the pseudo potentials used. In this study we are basing the phase diagram on our 

calculations [8], which appear to be confirmed by the experimental results in the current work (e.g. 

XRD analysis reported in section 4.0). Aゲ ゲ┌Iｴ éNH5Si3 and Nb5Ge3 are considered in this study to be 

isomorphous, both having the W5Si3 prototype.  

 

Another issue in the previously reported diagrams is the uncertainty in the stability of a hexagonal 

phase, Nb10Ge7 (hP16 Mn5Si3 に type), also known as Nb3Ge2 [11-13, 16-18]. In the following work the 

hexagonal phase will be referred to as Nb10Ge7. Due to the uncertainty of the stability of this phase, 

Geng et al. [10] reported two calculated phase diagrams for the Ge-Nb system; one containing the 

phase Nb10Ge7 and one without (Fig. 2 is based on the latter). Our first principles calculations 

indicate that this phase should not be stable over the whole temperature range, and is likely 

metastable or stabilised by impurities [8]. Colinet et al. reports a more negative value for Nb10Ge7, 

calculated using VASP, however at 0 K this phase is still not stable [15]. As such in the following 

assessment, Nb10Ge7 is assumed to be metastable and hence not included in the model. 

 



Papadimitriou et al. [8] and Colinet et al. [15] report the enthalpy of formation for the intermetallics 

at 0 K calculated using first principles. These values are more negative than those used in the 

CALPHAD assessment by Geng et al. [10], which was fit to the available experimental values.  

  

Minor modifications were made to the thermodynamic description of Nb3Ge reported by Geng et al. 

[10]. Geng et al. [10] proposed the sublattice model (Nb)3(Ge, Nb, VA) where VA represents a 

vacancy in the sublattice (further explanations provided in the modelling section 5.2.3) to describe 

the compositional range of Nb3Ge (18-23 ±1 at. % Ge). First principles calculations showed that the 

vacancies on the second sublattice were not thermodynamically favoured [8]. Therefore, this binary 

thermodynamic description has been modified to be Nb3(Ge, Nb).  

 

To summarise the phase diagram was reoptimised to 1) remove the small inadvertent miscibility 

gap, 2) modify the metastable phase (Nb0.5Nb0.125VA0.375) affecting the Nb-Si phase diagram, 3) to 

consider recent ab initio results, and 4) accommodate the change in sublattice description. 

 

2.3 Ge-Si system 

 

The parameters for the Ge-Si system are taken from SGTE Solutions Database Version 4.8 (SSOL4) 

[19]. The calculated phase diagram is shown in Figure 3. The Ge-Si binary system has a solid solution 

phase of Ge and Si (cF8 Fd-3m) and a liquid phase.   

 

2.4 Ge-Nb-Si system 

 

There is limited information on the ternary Ge-Nb-Si phase diagram. The ternary phase diagram has 

been studied primarily for the potential application of Nbx(Ge,Si)y phases as a super conducting 

compounds. The Nb-rich corner of the Ge-Nb-Si phase diagram was experimentally studied 

previously by Pan et al. [20, 21] to establish the influence of Ge on the formation of A15 Nb3Si. They 

reported two partial experimental phase diagrams of the Ge-Nb-Si system at 1780 and 1820 °C and 

an interpolated phase diagram at 1800°C, in which the data was estimated between the two phase 

diagrams at 1780 and 1820 °C. The phase diagrams at 1780 and 1820 °C have been redrawn by the 

present authors for clarity and are shown in Fig. 4 [20, 21]. They selected 1780 and 1820 °C because 

Nb3Si is stable within this region.  In their phase diagrams, no ternary phases are present, but 

numerous solid solutions are observed (Fig. 4). At 1820 °C, the solubility of Ge in Nb is approximately 

8 at. %, whereas the solubility of Si is approximately 1 at. %. Nb3Ge can accommodate up to 10 at. % 

Si whereas the solubility of Ge in Nb3Si is limited to a maximum of 2 at. %. In contrast, the solubility 

of Si in Nb5Ge3 is large, up to approximately 30 at. %. In Nb5Si3, Ge solubility is limited to 

approximately 6 at. %.  

 

The isothermal sections presented by Pan et al. require an update, as additional and more reliable 

information has become available on the binary phase diagrams since they presented these 

isothermal sections. The binary Nb-Si phase diagram used in their study is different from the 

currently established diagram shown in Fig. 1. Pan et al. considered that the eutectoid reaction Nb3Si 

т üNb5Si3 + BCC occurred at approximately 1800°C whereas in the phase diagram presently 

accepted, Nb3Si is stable down to 1673°C [9]. In addition, they did not include üNb5Si3 which 

according to the current model should be stable and in equilibrium with éNb5Si3 (Fig. 1) at the 

temperatures they studied.  

 

In the Ge/Si rich regions of the phase diagram the available information is limited. It is reported that 

NbGe2 and NbSi2 (hP9 P6222) have complete solid solubility [22]. No thermodynamic data on the Nb-

Ge-Si ternary system have been reported. 

 



 

3.0 Experimental  

 

In order to understand the effect of germanium on the stability of Nb5Si3 between 800-1600 °C, and 

provide additional data for modelling the phase diagram, the pseudo binary between Nb5Si3 and 

Nb5Ge3 was studied experimentally. Samples were produced with compositions along the 

stoichiometric pseudo binary between Nb5Si3 and Nb5Ge3 by substituting the Si content with Ge. 

Nominal compositions are shown in Table 1. 

 

Samples were made using argon arc melting of pure metals (99.8 wt.% Nb, 99.9999 wt.% Si and 

99.999 wt.% Ge) under a high purity argon atmosphere in a copper water-cooled crucible with a 

non-consumable electrode. Mass losses after arc melting were less than 0.1 wt%. Producing an alloy 

with a specific composition, in particular a single phase alloy, using arc melting is challenging and it 

may be expected that the actual composition varies from the nominal composition due to 

vaporisation or that additional phases may form. Nb5Ge3 ;ﾐS éNH5Si3 form congruently from the 

melt and as such their formation using arc melting is simplified. 

 

The arc melted samples (as-cast) were sectioned and selected pieces wrapped in Ta foil and heat 

treated for 100 hours under flowing argon at either 1200 or 1500°C. The as-cast and heat treated 

samples were crushed in an agate pestle and mortar and a thin film prepared for transmission XRD 

analysis. To prepare the film the powder was mixed with water based glue and applied to a zero 

scattering foil and allow to dry. A STOE STADI P transmission X-ray diffractometer with Cu-Kü 
radiation was used with measurements over the range 15 and 90° 2-theta. Phase identification was 

performed using PDF++/Sleve software.  

 

 

4.0 XRD Results and Discussion 

 

XRD for as-cast and heat treated samples are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In all as-cast samples a single 

dominant phase was observed. This phase has the tetragonal tI32 structure with the W5Si3 

prototype. Both the high temperature stable éNb5Si3 and Nb5Ge3, have this crystal structure, and it is 

suggested that they make up two end members of a solid solution range. The major difference 

between the two phases is that Nb5Ge3 is stable from room temperature to its melting temperature, 

whereas éNb5Si3 is stable between 1648°C to 2525°C. It appears that there is a continuous solid 

solution between these two phases under the conditions in the present study. Hereafter the W5Si3 

solid solution phase is referred to as Nb5(Ge,Si)3. As the amount of Ge in Nb5(Ge,Si)3 increases the 

reflection peaks for the Nb5(Ge,Si)3 are shifted to lower angles due to replacement of Si with larger 

Ge atoms and the subsequent increase in lattice parameters. In the 20 and 30 at. % Ge sample small 

additional peaks for Nb3Ge were identified. In the 5 and 10 at. % Ge samples a small broad peak was 

attributed to Nbss. Both Nb3Ge and Nbss may form during solidification.  

  

After heat treatment at 1200°C, Nb5(Ge,Si)3 in the 5 and 10 at. % Ge samples transformed to the 

lower temperature stable phase üNb5Si3.  In the 15 at. % Ge sample both üNb5Si3 and Nb5(Ge,Si)3 

were identified while at 20 and 30 at. % Ge Nb5(Ge,Si)3 was observed. Small peaks for a secondary 

phase, likely Nb3Ge, in the 30 at. % Ge sample were again seen, but not in the 20 at. % Ge sample. 

The peaks attributed to Nbss were no longer observed. 

 

After heat treatment at 1500°C, all but the 15 at. % Ge sample had the same stable phases as seen at 

1200°C. The 30 at. % Ge sample was not analysed due to severe oxidation during heat treatment. As 

this sample was well within the single phase Nb5(Ge,Si)3 region it was not felt significant to repeat. 

At 15 at. % Ge, üNb5Si3 did not form, instead Nb5(Ge,Si)3 was the only phase observed. This suggests 



that at 1500°C this alloy is within a single phase region, compared to the same alloy at 1200°C which 

was in a two phase region.  

 

 

5.0 Thermodynamic modelling 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

5.2.1 Elements 

 

The Gibbs energy of a pure element i (Ge, Nb, Si) in a particular crystal structure as a function of 

temperature is given by:  

 罫 墜 沈釘 伐 茎沈聴帳眺 噺 欠 髪 決劇 髪 潔劇健券岫劇岻 髪 穴劇態 髪 結劇戴 髪 血劇貸怠 ┼  (1) 

 

where 茎沈聴帳眺 is the molar enthalpy of formation of the element i in its stable reference state at 

298.15 K and atmospheric pressure (101325 Pa), T is temperature and a, b, c... etc. are coefficients. 

The Gibbs energy functions for Nb, Ge and Si have been taken from the Scientific Group Thermodata 

Europe (STGE) database compiled by Dinsdale [23]. 

 

5.2.2 Solution phases 

 

The Gibbs energy of Liquid, Diamond (Si and Ge - cF8 Fd-3m) and BCC (Nb - cI2 Im-3m) phases are 

described as substitutional solutions. The Gibbs energy per mole of phase is given by the expression 

below, where 席 represents a phase (BCC, Liquid or Diamond) and the notation n indicates that these 

phases are composed of mixture of elements rather than a single element i. A substitutional solution 

model was used in the present study, and the excess term is described by the Redlich-Kister 

equation. 

 罫津釘 伐 茎津聴帳眺 噺 罫 追勅捗 津釘 髪 罫 沈鳥 津釘 髪 罫 勅掴 津釘     (2) 

 罫 追勅捗 津釘 is the Gibbs energy contribution of pure elements involved in a phase, 罫 沈鳥 津釘 is the statistical 

contribution caused by mixing atoms in the ideal solution, and 罫 勅掴 津釘 is an excess contribution due to 

the interaction of atoms, which represent the deviation from the ideal solution. They are expressed 

as 

 罫 追勅捗 津釘 噺 捲弔勅 罫 墜 弔勅釘 岫劇岻 髪 捲朝長 罫 墜 朝長釘 岫劇岻 髪 捲聴沈 罫 墜 聴沈釘岫劇岻   (3) 

 罫 沈鳥 津釘 噺 迎劇岫捲弔勅健券捲弔勅 髪 捲朝長健券捲朝長 髪 捲聴沈健券捲聴沈岻    (4) 

 罫 勅掴 津釘 噺 捲弔勅捲朝長 布 詣 珍 弔勅┸朝長釘 岫捲弔勅 伐 捲朝長岻珍 
珍 髪 捲弔勅捲聴沈 布 詣 珍 弔勅┸聴沈釘 岫捲弔勅 伐 捲聴沈岻珍 

珍  髪 捲朝長捲聴沈 デ 詣 珍 朝長┸聴沈釘 岫捲朝長 伐 捲聴沈岻珍 珍      (5) 

              

 

where xi is the mole fraction of element i, T is temperature and R is the gas constant. The terms in 罫 勅掴 津釘 with L e.g.  詣 珍 弔勅┸朝長釘  are binary interaction parameters where j = 0-2. Binary interaction 

parameters for Nb-Si and Si-Ge were taken directly from the literature, whereas the Nb-Ge 

parameters were optimised in the present paper. For BCC, Liquid and Diamond phases no ternary 

excess parameters were used.  

 

5.2.3 Intermetallic phases 



 

Si is soluble in Nb3Ge and Ge is soluble in Nb3Si and üNb5Si3.  éNb5Si3 forms a complete solid solution 

with Nb5Ge3, and thus, is considered to be a single Nb5(Ge,Si)3  phase. Similarly, NbGe2 and NbSi2 

have complete solid solubility and are considered as a single Nb(Ge,Si)2 phase. A two-sublattice 

model was used for the description of all the intermetallic phases, except for Nb5(Ge,Si)3  where a 

three-sublattice model was used. The Gibbs energies were described by the (sub-) regular solution 

model [24]. 

 

The two-sublattice model (Nb)0.75(Ge,Si)0.25 was used for Nb3Si. The elements in bold are the major 

elements in the sublattice. Given the size and similarity of Ge and Si it is reasonable to assume Ge 

will substitute on the second sublattice only. The Gibbs energy function for Nb3Si is given by the 

following equation, where 席 = Nb3Si and 
j
L is the interaction parameter where j = 0-2. 

 罫宙 噺 検弔勅嫗嫗 罫朝長┺弔勅釘 髪 検聴沈嫗嫗罫朝長┺聴沈釘 髪 ど┻にの迎劇岫検弔勅嫗嫗 健券検弔勅嫗嫗  髪 検聴沈嫗嫗健券検聴沈嫗嫗岻 髪 検弔勅嫗嫗 検聴沈嫗嫗 デ 詣 珍 朝長┺弔勅┸聴沈釘 岫検弔勅嫗嫗 伐 検聴沈嫗嫗岻珍  
 (6) 

 

For Nb3Ge, a two-sublattice model (Nb)0.75(Ge,Nb,Si)0.25 was used. The model for Nb3Ge described by 

Geng et al. [10] placed a VA on the second sublattice.  Based on assumption that VA substitution in 

the second sublattice is not thermodynamically favoured [8], the above model was used. The Gibbs 

energy function is given below, where 席 = Nb3Ge and 
j
L is the interaction parameter for j = 0-2. 
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The model for üNb5Si3 is (Nb,Si)0.625(Ge,Si)0.375, based on the two sublattice model used by Geng et al. 

[9]. The Gibbs energy function is given below, where 席 = üNb5Si3. 
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Where 検沈嫗 and 検賃嫗嫗 (i=Nb,Si and k=Ge,Si) is the site fraction of elements on the first or second 

sublattice sites respectively, a  
j
L is the interaction parameter for j = 0-2.   

 

The model for Nb5(Ge,Si)3 phase is a three-sublattice model (Nb)4(Ge,Nb,Si)1(Ge,Si,VA)3.. To account 

for solubility between éNb5Si3 and Nb5Ge3, mixing of Ge and Si on both second and third sublattice 

sites was permitted. The Gibbs energy function is given by the equation below, and 席 = Nb5(Ge,Si)3. 
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Where 検沈嫗嫗 and 検賃嫗嫗嫗 (i=Ge,Nb,Si and k=Ge,Si) are site fractions of elements in the second and third 

sublattice sites respectively, and 
j
L is the interaction parameter where j = 0-2. Not all interaction 

parameters were required to sufficiently model the system, and were therefore set to zero. 

 

The model for CrSi2 prototype phases was taken from the description of NbGe2 by Geng et al. [10]; 

(Ge,Nb,Si)0.333(Ge,Nb,Si,)0.667. The Gibbs energy function is given below, and  席 =CrSi2. 
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Where 検沈嫗 and 検賃嫗嫗 (i=Ge,Nb,Si and k=Ge,Nb,Si) are site fractions of elements in the first or second 

sublattice sites respectively.  Parameter values for NbSi2 were taken directly from [9]. NbGe2 was 

reoptimised here. 

 

CALPHAD assessment was performed using the PARROT module in Thermocalc 2016b software. The 

Nb-Ge phase diagram was reassessed to make the enthalpy of formation values closer to ab initio 

results and to remove the inadvertent miscibility gap. In the ternary system, the complete solubility 



between Nb5Ge3 and éNb5Si3 and limited solubility of Ge in üNb5Si3 were modelled first. The limited 

solubility of Si in Nb3Ge and Ge in Nb3Si were modelled subsequently. Where available, ab initio data 

from the literature were used for the metastable end members. The enthalpy of formation at 298 K 

was fixed as close to the calculated ab initio data as possible, whilst avoiding the appearance of the 

metastable phase in the binary diagram e.g. the enthalpy of formation for metastable Nb5Ge3 Cr5Si3-

type must be less negative than Nb5Ge3 W5Si3-type which is the stable phase in Nb-Ge binary. 

Enthalpy of formation for stable and metastable end members from CALPHAD are compared to ab 

initio values in Table 2. Generally good agreement was achieved. Graphing of results was done using 

both Thermocalc 2016b and Pandat 8.2. Optimised values from the present work are given in Table 

3. 

 

 

6.0 Thermodynamic modelling results and discussion 

 

6.1 Ge-Nb binary phase diagram 

 

The reoptimised Ge-Nb phase diagram is shown in Figure 7a. The region around Nb3Ge fits the  

experimental data of Jorda et al. well [25] (Fig. 7b-c) considering errors in the experimental data of ± 

10°C for temperatures and ± 1 at. % for compositions. The miscibility gap has been removed. In 

Figure 8a the enthalpy of formation calculated using CALPHAD at 298 K is compared to the 

experimental data at 298 K [26-27] and ab initio data at 0 K [8]. The enthalpy of formation values are 

more negative compared to the previous assessment by Geng et al. [10], and are now closer to the 

ab initio values. In Figure 8b the calculated enthalpy of formation of the liquid at 1700 °C is 

compared to experimental data from Beloborodova [29] showing a good fit. This optimisation fits 

both the experimental [26-28] and ab initio enthalpy of formation data [8] generally well, 

considering the large reported error in the experimental data. For Nb5Ge3 an additional 

experimental point (solution calorimetry) is reported in the literature (-69.2 kJ/mol) [30] but is 

significantly different to the other experimental data and the ab initio calculations, and as such was 

not included in the optimisation. Compared to the 0 K ab initio values, the CALPHAD optimisation is 

less negative for Nb5Ge3 and NbGe2. For Nb3Ge, the opposite is true and the CALPHAD optimisation 

is more negative than the 0 K ab initio values.  

 

It has been suggested in our previous publication [8], based on the ab initio calculations, that Nb3Ge 

may in fact not be stable at low temperatures since the enthalpy of formation is above the ground 

state line between Nb and Nb5Ge3 (dashed line in Figure 8a). Further ab initio calculations showed 

that non stoichiometric Nb3Ge crosses the ground state line at higher temperatures suggesting that 

it is a high temperature stable phase. However, to the authors knowledge there is no experimental 

data below approximately 900 K to confirm the stability of Nb3Ge. Further experimental work is 

required to assess the phase diagram at lower temperatures. However, in the present paper, based 

on currently available data this is the best fit model. 

 

6.2 Isothermal sections of Ge-Nb-Si 

 

 

In Figs. 9a and 9b the calculated isothermal section for Ge-Nb-Si at 1820 °C is shown. Compared with 

the experimental data by Pan et al. [20, 21] (Fig. 4) the phase regions are well reproduced. In the 

current thermodynamic description, the Nb5Si3 phase identified by Pan et al. as the W5Si3 prototype 

(éNb5Si3), is instead identified as the Cr5B3 prototype (üNb5Si3). In the binary phase diagram both 

üNb5Si3 and éNb5Si3 are stable at 1820 °C (Fig. 1), and therefore both can appear in the ternary phase 

diagram. Therefore, the present thermodynamic description is a better representation of the ternary 



system. Solubility of Ge in both phases creates a two phase region within the ternary phase diagram 

(Fig. 9a).   

 

Nb5Ge3 and éNb5Si3 are modelled to have complete solid solubility. This region has some width given 

the solubility ranges of the two end member phases.  In the diagrams by Pan et al. [20, 21], the 

Nb5(Si,Ge)3 region was drawn with width suggesting a Nb concentration that exceeded 62.5 at. %. 

This was not reproduced in the current model. In the binary phase diagrams for both Ge-Nb and Nb-

Si the maximum Nb content for the W5Si3 prototype is 62.5 ± 1 at. %. As such this was maintained in 

the extrapolation to the ternary phase diagram.  

 

Pan et al. [20, 21] give the composition of Nb3Ge in the binary to be between approximately 16-18 

at. % Ge at 1820 °C. Based on the currently accepted binary phase diagram (Fig. 7a) the homogeneity 

range of Nb3Ge is between ~18-24 at. % Ge over the whole temperature range. The modelled Nb3Ge 

single phase region reflects the binary phase region, but therefore does not correlate with all Pan et 

al.げゲ W┝ヮWヴｷﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ S;デ;く 
 

 At 1780°C the calculated phase diagram (not shown) is similar to the isothermal section at 1820 °C. 

Pan et al. predicted that Nb3Si should not be stable at 1780 °C. In the currently accepted Nb-Si phase 

diagram Nb3Si is stable from 1977 °C down to 1673 °C (Fig. 1 [9]). Using the current model, the phase 

regions around Nb3Si have been improved. In general, by taking into account more accurate binary 

phase diagram descriptions, improvements in the ternary phase diagram have been achieved.  

 

In Figs. 10 and 11 the calculated isothermal sections at 1200 °C and 1500 °C are compared with the 

experimental data in the current study and the literature [7]. At 1200 and 1500 °C the diagram fits 

the data well along the pseudo binary between stoichiometric Nb5Si3 and Nb5Ge3.  

 

Li et al. [7] made two alloys; ZF1 (Nb-18 Si- 5Ge) and ZF2 (Nb-18Si-10Ge) heat treated at 1200 and 

1500 °C.  At 1200 °C, in ZF1 they identified three phases; üNb5Si3, Nbss and trace amounts of 

Nb5(Ge,Si)3 [7]. In our modelled phase diagram only two phases are predicted to form; üNb5Si3 and 

Nbss. At 1500 °C, they suggest that ZF1 is two-phase which agrees with the calculated diagram.  

 

At 1200 °C in the alloy ZF2, üNb5Si3, Nb5(Ge,Si)3 and Nbss were identified in [7]. In calculated phase 

diagram ZF2 is just within the three-phase region containing üNb5Si3, Nbss and Nb5(Ge,Si)3. At 1500 

°C they suggest that ZF2 is within a two-phase region, whereas the modelled phase diagram shows 

that the alloy should be well within a three-phase region. To fit the model to both the experimental 

data from [7] and the current study was not possible and hence the data in the current work was 

prioritised in the optimisation.  

 

6.3 Nb5Si3-Nb5Ge3 isopleth  

 

An isopeth at x(Nb)=0.625 was drawn and is shown in Figure 12. Since this diagram is drawn along a 

phase boundary, the tie-lines which intersect the boundary are also plotted, even though there will 

be zero amount of these phases present (e.g. BCC, Nb3Si and Nb3Ge are not stable phases along this 

phase boundary, but have tie-lines which intersect the boundary). As shown by the insets in Figure 

12 there are thin phase regions between Liquid + Nb5(Ge,Si)3 and solid phase boundaries, and 

between Nb5(Ge,Si)3 + Nbss, and Nb5(Ge,Si)3 + Nb3Ge and Nb5(Ge,Si)3 + Nb3Si. 

 

In this diagram the stability of the binary Nb5Si3 phases (low temperature stable üNb5Si3 and high 

temperature stable éNb5Si3) can be assessed when replacing Si with Ge, to understand the effect of 

Ge on phase stability. For example, at 1200 °C the modelling shows that Nb5(Ge,Si)3 is in equilibrium 

with üNb5Si3 when the Ge content exceeds 12.4 at. %. On the other hand, Nb5(Ge,Si)3  can be solely 



stabilised (üNb5Si3 is not present) with additions in excess of 16.9 at. % Ge. The ternary phase 

diagrams (Fig. 10-11) however illustrate that away from stoichiometry, where Nb < 62.5 at. %, the 

amount of Ge required to stabilise Nb5(Ge,Si)3 is lower. A ternary phase region containing üNH5Si3, 

Nb5(Ge,Si)3 and Nb(Ge,Si)2 is predicted to form at Nb < 62.5 at. % close to the Nb-Si binary phase 

region. At 1200 °C where Nb is 60 at. % and Ge+Si = 40 at. %, it is predicted that only 3.4 at. % Ge is 

needed to form Nb5(Ge,Si)3.   

 

6.4 Liquidus projection 

 

The liquidus projection (Fig. 13) shows 6 primary phase regions which are Nbss, Nb5(Ge,Si)3 

Nb(Ge,Si)2, Nb3Si, Nb3Ge and (Ge,Si)ss. Two ternary invariant reactions are observed in the liquidus 

projection, indicated in Fig. 13 as (i) and (ii), and are listed in Table 4. The primary solidification 

regions calculated were compared with the data from [7] along with the Scheil solidification curves 

calculated for ZF1 (Nb-18Si-5Ge) and ZF2 (Nb-18Si-10Ge) (Fig. 14). For the alloys ZF1 and ZF2, the 

formation of primary Nb5(Ge,Si)3 was reported [7]. In the micrographs this is surrounded by Nbss and 

a fine eutectic which the authors report contains Nb5(Ge,Si)3 and Nbss. For ZF2, the modelled liquidus 

projection and Scheil solidification curve agrees with this solidification path. However the model 

suggests that a ternary eutectic containing Nb3Si, Nbss and Nb5(Ge,Si)3 will form instead of a binary 

eutectic. The suggested solidification path for ZF2 is:  L  L + Nb5(Ge,Si)3  L+Nb5(Ge,Si)3 + Nbss  

Nb5(Ge,Si)3 + Nbss + [Nb5(Ge,Si)3 + Nbss + Nb3Si]eutectic. For ZF1, the solidification path calculated is 

slightly different. The primary phase is again Nb5(Ge,Si)3, but following this Nb3Si forms before the 

eutectic. A ternary eutectic again occurs. The suggested solidification path for ZF1 is:  L  L + 

Nb5(Ge,Si)3   L + Nb3Si  L+Nb3Si + Nbss  Nb5(Ge,Si)3 +Nb3Si + Nbss + [Nb5(Ge,Si)3 + Nbss + 

Nb3Si]eutectic.  

 

Although Nb3Si was not identified in [7], the phase may be present in the alloys ZF1 and ZF2. The fine 

eutectic formed, overlapping XRD peaks and similar contrast in backscattered SEM would make it 

difficult to distinguish this phase. Tweddle [31] gives evidence for the presence of Nb3Si from the 

eutectic. In a complex multi component alloy containing Nb, Ti, Si, Cr, Al, Ge and Y, Nb3Si could not 

be resolved initially in the as-cast microstructure using XRD or SEM/EDX. After heat treatment at 

1300°C - 1500°C for 100 h under Ar, Nb3Si was observed in the microstructure adjacent to éNb5Si3, 

where previously a eutectic microstructure had been seen. Pure Nb3Si is not stable at 1300°C - 

1500°C, however titanium substitution will stabilise the phase to lower temperatures [32] and allow 

growth of this phase as the eutectic coarsens during heat treatment.    

 

7.0 Conclusions 

A thermodynamic dataset has been developed to describe the Ge-Nb-Si system using the CALPHAD 

method. The Ge-Nb binary system was reoptimised to fit recent ab initio data for the enthalpy of 

formation of the intermetallic phases and to remove a small inadvertent miscibility gap in a previous 

optimisation. Ternary thermodynamic models were extrapolated from the binary phase diagram 

descriptions and fitted to experimental data reported in the present paper, along the Nb5Si3- Nb5Ge3 

pseudo binary, and data from the literature. For stoichiometric 5:3 phases complete solid solubility 

exists between éNb5Si3 and Nb5Ge3 (both of which have the W5Si3 prototype) above 1934 °C, 

referred to as Nb5(Ge,Si)3. Below 1934 °C üNb5Si3 is stable, forming a two-phase region containing 

üNb5Si3 and Nb5(Ge,Si)3. Stoichiometric éNb5Si3 is not stable below 1934°C. But replacing Si with Ge 

stabilises the W5Si3 prototype to lower temperatures. For example, at 1200 °C Nb5(Ge,Si)3 will form 

when Ge content exceeds 12.4 at. %. In non-stoichiometric Nb5(Ge,Si)3, where Nb  < 62.5 at. %, 

lower amounts of Ge are required to stabilised the W5Si3 prototype e.g. 3.4 at. % at 1200 °C.  

Other phases also extend into the ternary phase diagram. NbGe2 and NbSi2 and both Si and Ge 

exhibit complete solid solubility. Nb3Ge and Nb3Si have limited solubility, up to 2 at. % Si and 6 at. % 



Ge respectively. The sublattice models for Nb3Ge was modified to remove vacancy substitution 

giving the current model (Nb)3(Ge,Nb,Si)1.  

The current model fits well with the previously published phase diagram at 1820 °C, as well as the 

data reported in the present paper. Improvements to the description of the phase diagrams from 

the literature have been made by taking into account more recent binary phase diagram 

descriptions for Nb-Si and Ge-Nb binary phase diagrams, and experimental data presented in the 

current work, to provide a self-consistent description for the ternary phase diagram.  
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Table 1: Nominal compositions in atomic fraction for Ge-Nb-Si samples  

 

Sample  Nb Si Ge 

5 at. % Ge 0.625 0.325 0.05 

10 at. % Ge 0.625 0.275 0.10 

15 at. % Ge 0.625 0.225 0.15 

20 at. % Ge 0.625 0.175 0.20 

30 at. % Ge 0.625 0.075 0.30 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Enthalpy of formation data for binary end member phases presently assessed using Calphad 

compared with first principles calculation [8]. Phase in bold is a stable end member. 

 

Structure Phase Enthalpy of formation, kJ/mol 

    ab initio, 0 K Calphad, 298 K 

tI32 Cr5B3 Nb5Ge3 -46.53 -42 

  Nb5Si3 -61.2 -63.001 

tI32 W5Si3 Nb5Ge3 -46.63 -42.892 

  Nb5Si3 -58.2 -50.636 

tP32 Ti3P Nb3Ge -30.213 -25 

  Nb3Si -37.3 -33.357 

cP8 Cr3Si Nb3Ge -29.387 -26.41 

  Nb3Si -34.73 -32 

hP9 CrSi2 NbGe2 -37.87 -33.24 

  NbSi2 -49.9 -51.2 

 

  



Table 3: Optimised parameters for phases in Ge-Nb and Ge-Nb-Si systems from the present work. 

Full database is given in supplementary information. 

 
Phase name Sublattice model and parameters  Ref. 

 GHSERGE =-9486.153+165.635573 T-29.5337682 T LN(T) 

     +.005568297 T2-1.513694E-06 T3+163298 T(-1) 

298.15<T<900 K  

 = -5689.239+102.86087 T-19.8536239 T LN(T)-.003672527 T2 900<T<1211.4 K  

 = -9548.204+156.708024 T-27.6144 T LN(T)-8.59809E+28 T (-9) 1211.4<T<3200 K  

    

 GHSERNB= -8519.353+142.045475 T-26.4711 T LN(T) 

   +2.03475E-04 T2 -3.5012E-07 T3+93399 T(-1) 

 298.15<T<2750 K  

 = -37669.3+271.720843 T-41.77 T LN(T) + 1.528238E+32 T(-9)  2750<T<6000 K  

    

 GHSERSI=-8162.609+137.236859 T-22.8317533 T LN(T) 

     -.001912904 T2-3.552E-09 T3+176667 T (-1) 

298.15<T<1687 K  

 = -9457.642+167.281367 T-27.196 T LN(T)-4.20369E+30 T(-9) 1687<T<3600 K  

    
 Model (Ge,Nb,Si)   
Liquid 詣弔勅┸朝長挑沈槌通沈鳥 噺  伐なぱなはどど 髪 ひ┻ぬどひ劇待   a 

 詣弔勅┸朝長挑沈槌通沈鳥 噺  髪ばなのばぬ 伐 には┻ばのぬ劇怠   a 

 詣弔勅┸朝長挑沈槌通沈鳥 噺 髪などばひぬは 伐 ねに┻どぬば劇態   a 

 詣弔勅┸朝長挑沈槌通沈鳥 噺 伐ねにばどは 髪 など┻どどね劇戴   a 

 詣弔勅┸聴沈挑沈槌通沈鳥 噺  髪ははなど 伐 ど┻ぬのね劇待   [19] 

 詣朝長┸聴沈挑沈槌通沈鳥 噺  伐なひひどどど待   [9] 

 詣朝長┸聴沈挑沈槌通沈鳥 噺 伐なぱぱどど怠   [9] 

 詣朝長┸聴沈挑沈槌通沈鳥 噺 髪のどどどど態   [9] 

    
 Model (Ge,Nb,Si)(VA)3   
BCC 詣弔勅┸朝長喋寵寵 噺  伐なはひののひ 髪 なば┻ぬにぱ 劇待   a 

 詣朝長┸聴沈喋寵寵 噺  伐なのななばぱ待   [9] 

 詣朝長┸聴沈喋寵寵 噺  伐なのひなの怠   [9] 

 詣朝長┸聴沈喋寵寵 噺  髪ねどどどど態   [9] 

    
 Model (Ge,Nb,Si)   
Diamond 詣弔勅┸朝長帖沈銚陳墜津鳥 噺  伐ぱのどどど 伐 に劇待   a 

 詣弔勅┸聴沈帖沈銚陳墜津鳥 噺  髪ぬのどど待   [19] 

    
 Model (Nb)0.75(Ge,Nb,Si)0.25   
Nb3Ge 罫朝長┺弔勅朝長典弔勅 噺 ど┻ばの GHSERNB 髪 ど┻にの GHSERGE 伐 にはねなど 伐 ば┻ぬぱは劇  a 

 罫朝長┺朝長朝長典弔勅 噺  GHSERNB 髪 ねぬぱのど 伐 に┻のはのT   a 

 罫朝長┺聴沈朝長典弔勅 噺 ど┻ばの 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻にの 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 伐 ぬにどどど 髪 ね┻どねぱばひ劇  a 

 詣朝長┺弔勅┸朝長朝長典弔勅 噺  伐ぱどひぱひ 髪 ば┻ねねぬ劇待   a 

 詣朝長┺弔勅┸朝長朝長典弔勅 噺  伐ぬどななぱ 髪 ぬな┻のぬは劇怠   a 

 詣朝長┺弔勅┸聴沈朝長典弔勅 噺 伐になぱねな待   a 

 詣朝長┺弔勅┸朝長┸聴沈朝長典弔勅 噺 伐ひぬのぱぱ待  

 

 a 

 Model (Nb)0.75(Ge,Si)0.25   
Nb3Si 罫朝長┺聴沈朝長典聴沈 噺 ど┻ばの 罫鯨茎継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻にの 罫鯨茎継迎鯨荊 伐 ぬぬぬのば 伐 は┻ねの劇  [9] 

 罫朝長┺弔勅朝長典聴沈 噺 ど┻ばの 罫鯨茎継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻にの 罫茎鯨継迎罫継 伐 にのどどど 髪 なぱ┻ばの劇  a 

 詣朝長┺弔勅┸聴沈朝長典聴沈 噺待 伐 のばひはど  a 

    
 Model (Nb,Si)0.625(Ge,Si)0.375   
gNb5Si3 罫朝長┺聴沈朝長天聴沈典 噺 ど┻はにの 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻ぬばの 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 伐 はぬどどな┻ぬの 伐 に┻ひ劇  [9] 

 罫朝長┺弔勅朝長天聴沈典 噺 ど┻はにの 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻ぬばの 罫茎鯨継迎罫継 伐 ねにどどど 伐 は┻ばねねばば劇  a 

 罫聴沈┺弔勅朝長天聴沈典 噺 ど┻はにの 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 髪 ど┻ぬばの 罫茎鯨継迎罫継 髪 のどどど  a 

 罫聴沈┺聴沈朝長天聴沈典 噺 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 髪 のどどど  a 

 詣朝長┸聴沈┺聴沈朝長天聴沈典 噺 伐なににには待   [9] 

 詣朝長┺弔勅┸聴沈朝長天聴沈典 噺待 伐 ねぬにどに 髪 なは┻ののの劇  a 

 詣朝長┺弔勅┸聴沈朝長天聴沈典 噺 伐なのにどの 髪 ぬ┻にはぬな劇怠   a 

    
 Model (Nb)0.5(Ge,Nb,Si)0.125(Ge,Si,VA)0.375   
Nb5(Ge,Si)3 罫朝長┺朝長┺聴沈朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 ど┻はにの 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻ぬばの 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 伐 のどはぬは┻の 伐 ぱ┻の劇  [9] 

 罫朝長┺朝長┺弔勅朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 ど┻はにの 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻ぬばの罫茎鯨継迎罫継 伐 ねにぱひに 伐 ぱ┻などな劇  a 

 罫朝長┺聴沈┺聴沈朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 ど┻の 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻の 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 伐 なぱぬなに 伐 なの┻にぱぬは劇  [9] 



 罫朝長┺弔勅┺弔勅朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 ど┻の 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻の 罫茎鯨継迎罫継 伐 はななに┻ば 伐 なね┻ひねば劇  a 

 罫朝長┺弔勅┺聴沈朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 ど┻の 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻なにの 罫茎鯨継迎罫継 髪 ど┻ぬばの 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊伐のどどどど  
 a 

 罫朝長┺聴沈┺弔勅朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 ど┻の 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻なにの 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 髪 ど┻ぬばの 罫茎鯨継迎罫継伐ねばにどに  
 a 

 罫朝長┺聴沈┺蝶凋朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 ど┻の 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻なにの 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 髪 のどどど  a 

 罫朝長┺弔勅┺蝶凋朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 ど┻の 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻なにの 罫茎鯨継迎罫継 伐 なねばねば 伐 な┻はどぬ劇  a 

 罫朝長┺朝長┺蝶凋朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 ど┻はにの 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ののどどど  a 

 詣朝長┺朝長┸聴沈┺聴沈朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 伐にねぬなぱ待   a 

 詣朝長┺弔勅┸朝長┺茅朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 伐ぬねぬのば 髪 に┻はどは劇待   a 

 詣朝長┺お┺弔勅┸蝶凋朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 伐ぱのひな┻は 伐 な┻どどな劇待   a 

 詣朝長┺弔勅┸朝長┺聴沈朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 伐ぬのどどど待   a 

 詣朝長┺朝長┸聴沈┺弔勅朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 ど待   a 

 詣朝長┺朝長┺弔勅┸聴沈朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 伐ははねどぱ 髪 にひ┻なぱど劇待   a 

 詣朝長┺朝長┺弔勅┸聴沈朝長天岫弔勅┸聴沈岻典 噺 伐のはのぬ┻は怠   a 

    
 Model (Ge,Nb,Si)0.333(Ge,Nb,Si)0.667   
Nb(Ge,Si)2 罫弔勅┺弔勅朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 罫茎鯨継迎罫継 髪 なぱはにね 髪 ね┻ぱぬぬ劇  a 

 罫弔勅┺朝長朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 ど┻ぬぬぬ 罫茎鯨継迎罫継 髪 ど┻ははば 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 伐 のぬばは 髪 ぬ┻どのな劇  a 

 罫聴沈┺弔勅朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 ど┻ぬぬぬ 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 髪 ど┻ははば 罫茎鯨継迎罫継 髪 のどどど  [9] 

 罫聴沈┺朝長朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 ど┻ぬぬぬ 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 髪 ど┻ははば 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 のどどど  a 

 罫聴沈┺聴沈朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 髪 のどどど  [9] 

 罫朝長┺弔勅朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 ど┻ぬぬぬ 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻ははば 罫茎鯨継迎罫継 伐 ぬぬにねど 伐 なに┻ななの劇  a 

 罫朝長┺朝長朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 にひねひは 伐 ば┻ひのぬ劇  a 

 罫朝長┺聴沈朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 ど┻ぬぬぬ 罫茎鯨継迎軽稽 髪 ど┻ははば 罫茎鯨継迎鯨荊 伐 のなにどど 伐 の┻ど劇  [9] 

 詣弔勅┸朝長┺お朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 伐なひにどど 髪 ば劇待   a 

 詣お┺弔勅┸朝長朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 伐ぱなねどど 髪 ぬど劇待   a 

 詣朝長┸聴沈┺聴沈朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 髪なにひなひ 髪 ね┻にははに劇待   [9] 

 詣朝長┺弔勅┸聴沈朝長岫弔勅┸聴沈岻鉄 噺 伐ばどどど待   a 

    

a = value from present work, * Ge or VA, 
#
 Nb or Ge 

  



Table 4: Ternary Invariant reactions 

 

T, °C Invariant Reaction x(GE) x(NB) x(SI) 

1921 Liquid -> Nbss + Nb5(Ge,Si)3 + Nb3Ge 0.123 0.800 0.077 

1907 Liquid -> Nbss + Nb5(Ge,Si)3 + Nb3Si 0.050 0.809 0.141 

 

  



 
 

Fig. 1. Nb-Si calculated binary phase diagram as described by Geng et al. [9]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Ge-Nb calculated binary phase diagram as described in Geng et al. [10]. 



 
 

Fig. 3. Ge-Si calculated binary phase diagram as described by SGTE Alloy Solutions Database v4.9 g. 

  



 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Ge-Nb-Si isothermal sections at a) 1780 °C (2053K) and b) 1820 °C (2093K). The diagrams have 

been redrawn based on original hand drawn images by Pan et al. [20,21]. Key - open circle is a three 

phase region, filled circle is a two phase region, triangle is a single phase region. Phases are referred 

to as ü - Nb, é - Nb3Ge, éげ - Nb3Si, ~ - Nb5Si3, á - Nb5Ge3 in Refs. [20,21]. 



 
 

Fig. 5. XRD of As-Cast samples with 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 at. % Ge. Key: é - Nb5(Ge,Si)3, Nb - Nbss, * - 

Nb3Ge 
 



 
Fig. 6. XRD of samples heat treated at a) 1200 and b) 1500 C with 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 at. % Ge. Key: 

é - Nb5(Ge,Si)3, ü - Nb5Si3. 
 



 
 

Fig. 7. a) Reoptimised Ge-Nb binary phase diagram b) Nb3Ge region compared to data from Jorda et 

al. [25] and c) experimental phase diagram evaluated by Jorda et al. [25]. 
  



 
 

Fig. 8. a) Enthalpy of formation for the Nb-Ge system at 25 °C compared with the experimental data 

at 25 C [26-28] and ab initio data at 0 K [8] and b) enthalpy of formation of the liquid at 1700 °C 

compared to experimental data from Beloborodova [29]. Reference states are liquid Nb and liquid 

Ge. 

  



 

Fig. 9. a) Ge-Nb-Si isothermal section at 1820 °C b) Nb-rich region of Ge-Nb-Si isothermal section at 

1820 °C, compared with data from Pan et al. [20,21]. Key: Triangle - single phase region, diamond - 

two-phase region, square - three-phase region. 

  



  

Fig. 10. Ge-Nb-Si isothermal section at 1200 °C (1473 K) compared to data in the current study 

(squares) and [7] (diamonds). 

 
 

Fig. 11. Ge-Nb-Si isothermal section at 1500 °C (1773 K) compared to data in the current study 

(squares) and [7] (diamonds). 

 



 
 

Fig. 12. Isopleth section at x(Nb) = 0.625 with experimental data from current work. Key: triangle - ü-

Nb5Si3, star - ü-Nb5Si3 + é-Nb5Si3, square - é-Nb5Si3. Insets show thin phase regions. Numbers refer to 

phase regions: 1: L + Nb3Si + Nb5(Ge,Si)3, 2: Nbss + Nb3Si + Nb5(Ge,Si)3, 3: L + Nbss + Nb5(Ge,Si)3, 4: L + 

Nb3Ge + Nb5(Ge,Si)3, 5: Nbss + Nb3Ge + Nb5(Ge,Si)3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Liquidus projection for Ge-Nb-Si with isothermal lines every 100 K 
 

 



 
 

Fig. 14. Scheil solidification curves for ternary alloys a) Nb-18Si-5Ge b) Nb-18Si-10Ge. 


